Abstract-The research described in this paper forms the backbone of a service that enables the faceted search experience of the Yahoo! search engine. We introduce an approach for a machine learned ranking of entity facets based on user click feedback and features extracted from three different ranking sources. The objective of the learned model is to predict the click-through rate on an entity facet. In an empirical evaluation we compare the performance of gradient boosted decision trees (GBDT) against a linear combination of features on two different click feedback models using the raw click-through rate (CTR), and click over expected clicks (COEC). The results show a significant improvement in retrieval performance, in terms of discounted cumulated gain, when ranking entity facets with GBDT trained on the COEC model. Most notably this is true when evaluated against the CTR test set.
I. INTRODUCTION
The major Web search engines are gradually changing the search experience. Most notably this is visible through the introduction of semantic search assistants, the enrichment of the search results shown to the user and other components that try to predict the user intent. Key to enriching the search experience is the wide-scale availability of user-generated content and other knowledge bases such as Wikipedia 1 , the Internet Movie Database 2 , GeoPlanet 3 , or Freebase 4 to name a few. The focus in this paper is on the machine learned ranking of entities that occur in a faceted relationship based on user click feedback. Given an entity of interest, we have collected a large pool of semantically related candidate facets, e.g. related entities. These entity facet pairs have been extracted from various knowledge bases such as Wikipedia, GeoPlanet and other sources. Typically this provides us with a few hundred candidate facets for an entity. In this paper we briefly present our method for extracting facets from semantically structured sources. The task is then to rank the candidate facets related to each entity in our pool based on its relevance. From a user experience perspective other factors also play an important role besides relevancy, such as freshness, coverage, and interestingness of the facets. The importance of these factors is dependant on the application, and on the nature of the entity. For instance, points of interests as facets of a location Table I . On the left-hand side of the table the top 5 most important facets are shown for the celebrity "Daniel Day-Lewis". The number one facet is Rebecca Miller, who according to FreeBase is his wife; he also co-starred in several movies with Winona Ryder, and Johnny Depp; he is famous for his acting in There Will Be and Gangs of New York. Similarly, a ranking of points of interest can be determined for a location as is shown on the right-hand side of the table for "London, England", in this case Big Ben is considered to be the top attraction to see.
To rank the facets we extract statistical features from various ranking sources. The underlying application of the research described in this paper is to support faceted search. Therefore, we will use various ranking sources that allow us to extract the relevancy of the facets for a given entity in the context of images. The first ranking source we deploy are the image search query logs. Based on the co-occurrence analysis of query terms entered by users we'll collect data that feeds our statistical analysis. Although this provides us valuable information, it is also reported in other research that the length of the query in Web and image search is less than 4 terms for 90% of the queries [1] . Therefore we complement them with query session information, which is also extracted from the query logs. This allows us to collect information about what entities co-occur frequently in a user session. The third ranking source deployed is tags provided by users annotating their photos in Flickr 5 . This third source has a very good coverage of travel and location related entities, as well as topics of a more general nature, but will be less focussed on for instance celebrity entities.
We describe how and what features are extracted from the three ranking sources, for which we introduce a common model that forms the basis for the feature extraction. Based on an prior empirical evaluation, not described in this paper, a ranking strategy is derived, which is a linear combination of the features extracted, and that will function as a baseline in the experiment described in Section VI.
The main contribution of this paper is a machined learned approach for ranking semantically-related entity facets based on user click feedback. We propose to learn a ranking using the full set of features extracted from the ranking sources that will predict the click-through rate (CTR) on an entity facet [2] . For that purpose we introduce two click models: raw click-through rate on the facets, and the click over expected click (COEC), which is claimed to be more robust towards the position-bias on a click as users tend to click more on those results shown high in the ranking [3] . The click-feedback will then be used as the ground truth (labels) for our training, development and test sets. We have experimented with various learners, but for the experiment reported here we limit ourselves to the discussion of the performance using stochastic gradient boosted decision trees (GBDT) [4] .
II. FACETED IMAGE SEARCH
The research presented here is part of the faceted search experience of Yahoo!'s Web and Image search engine. In this section we shortly describe how the entity facets are integrated into the image search experience. Figure 1 shows a fragment of the search engine interface depicting the facets bar for the celebrity "Daniel Day-Lewis" and the location "London, England".
As there is diversity in the facet types for Daniel Day-Lewis, the facets are not shown in the original ranking, but based on the ranking after grouping by type (persons, and movies). User studies showed that this leads to a higher engagement of the user with the facets shown.
A. Related Work
The research presented in this paper relates to the research done on entity ranking and search assistants. The research in both areas is extensive, but to the best of our knowledge we are the first to learn a ranking of entity facets based on user click feedback on the facets. Search assistants helps users in refining their queries by providing suggestions. The refinement terms can be derived either based on the underlying corpus [5] , [6] , based on query log analysis [7] , [6] -e.g. what other people have been searching for -or through the analysis of terms contained in the top K retrieved documents [5] . Our approach is unique in two aspects. First, we extract our faceted recommendations from semi-structured knowledge bases, and second, we propose to rank the (entity) facets based on the user click feedback in a machine learned approach.
With respect to entity extraction we tap into the collective knowledge of user generated content, where large communities are collaboratively contributing by sharing their knowledge. Alternatively, a large body of research is available on entity extraction and ranking of experts or other types of entities based on natural language processing [8] .
III. FACET EXTRACTION
When ranking entity facets it is important to have a large pool of candidate facets for each entity of interest, which is preferably complete, or at least contains the essential facets of an entity, and is continuously updated to ensure freshness of the facets. In this section we present the core of our approach for entity and facet extraction from semantically structured and trusted sources. A more detailed account of our approach is described in [9] .
A facet is defined as the directed relationship between two entities (e, f ). For a given entity e, a set of candidate facets F is collected. We refer to entity f ∈ F as the facet of entity e. In our pool we collect entities of various types, such as celebrities, movies, locations, point of interests, events, etc. We extract the entities and the faceted relationships from semi-structured knowledge bases such as Wikipedia, FreeBase, movie databases, news articles and other available sources.
An entity is defined by its canonical name, a set of aliases and a type, as shown in Table II .a for the entities Daniel DayLewis and London, England. Table II .b presents two example facets. Besides the entity pair (e, f ), we also store the type of the relationship.
We extract entities and facets from a set of semi-structured sources where the entities and facets are explicitly marked-up. This eliminates the need to perform costly entity recognition on raw text. The system is general enough to handle any type of data but in the first instance of the system we included only sources with geographic and celebrity information. The sources that have been incorporated are: • Wikipedia, a collaboratively edited encyclopedia 7 .
• Yahoo! Travel, an on-line travel guide. 8 .
• Yahoo! Movies, a movie portal. 9 .
• Yahoo! TV, a TV information portal. 10 .
• OMG, a celebrity gossip and news portal. 11 .
To extract the entities and facets from an additional source we simply have to define a wrapper. Technical aspects like entity and facet management and duplicate detection are handled by the facet management system in a general manner. The derived pool of facets contains millions of entities of various types and nearly 100 million entity facets pairs. Many of the popular entities typically have hundreds of candidate facets, which underlines the need to rank relevant facets high in the ranking.
IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM RANKING SOURCES
To rank the candidate facets we extract a set of features from three sources: (1) image search queries, image search user sessions, and annotated photos in Flickr. After pre-processing the three sources, a common format is derived that is used to perform a statistical analysis. We have experimented with atomic, symmetric, a-symmetric, and combined features to produce a ranking of facets for a given entity of interest. In this section we describe how the sources are processed to derive the data in the form of the common format, and we give an overview of the features derived.
A. Common Format
For the statistical analysis, we transform the data from the three different sources into a common format: For instance the image search query "Cubbon park in Bangalore India" entered by a user generates the following result based on the query term analysis as will be explained in more detail below:
EventId: The EventId (e1001) is a unique identifier within the defined event space. For Flickr, the event space is the collection of public photos, and the photo-id would uniquely identify a photo in this space. In case of query term analysis this is a page view, and for query session analysis a set of consecutive page-views that take place within a certain time-window.
UserId: A UserId (u01) uniquely identifies a particular user. Typically this can be a browser cookie or a user's (anonymi-zed) account id.
TimeStamp: The time stamp (1256395594) registers the start time of the event, and is stored in Unix time format.
EVENTDATA: The section EVENTDATA describes the entities that have been detected during the event.
(cubbon+park,{bangalore+india|bangalore,india})
ENTITYENTRY: An ENTITYENTRY can be a single entity reference such as "cubbon park", or a composed reference. This might occur whenever a phrase, like "Bangalore, India", is detected. Besides the phrase we have also entities in the repository that refer to the individual terms: "Bangalore" and "India". Once the data is formatted correctly, the same set of statistical metrics can easily be derived from the different sources based on the co-occurrence analysis of entities within a given event.
B. Query Term Analysis
Our main source for ranking facets is based on the query term analysis. The queries entered by users in the search engine provide us with a massive amount of information. We have collected a large set of queries spanning a period of several months. As for Web search the queries posed by users tend to be short. In their work, Bendersky and Croft report that 90% of the query volume consists of queries with a length l(q) ≤ 4 [1] . For the ranking of facets, we are particularly interested in multi-term queries as input for the co-occurrence analysis. However a straight-forward tokenization of the query based on word-boundaries is insufficient, as the vast majority of the entities in our facet repository consist of phrases, e.g. person names, movie titles, location names, etc. We therefore need to derive a more intelligent segmentation of a query.
To that purpose, we first tokenize the query based on the word boundaries, and apply an NFD normalization 12 tokens. We then use a sliding window over the tokens to find the entity references in the query and segment the query. Once the query is segmented, the data can be transformed in the common format. Figure 2 illustrates how the entities are detected for our example query in four steps. Once the query is segmented, the event information can be encoded using the common format. Note that we have detected four entity references, and that the term "in" does not match with any entity in the database and is therefore omitted.
C. Query Session Analysis
The query session analysis uses the same query log data as is collected for the query term analysis. The event space is a query session, which is defined as a set of consecutive queries issued by the same user within a certain amount of time, for example 15 minutes. Consider the following scenario, where a user (u01) first searches for "India", then expands his query into "Bangalore, India", and finally decides to search for "Cubbon park" within a 15 minute time frame. The following data will be collected for this query session: e9001 u01 t2 india,bangalore+india,cubbon+park
For the query session analysis we tokenize and normalize the query as is done for the query term analysis, but there is no further segmentation of the query. Only whole queries are matched against the entities in the facet repository when doing the entity detection. Due to the exploratory nature of image search, a user is likely to enter several queries during one session. We observe that the average number of queries entered in a query session exceeds the average number of query terms. Furthermore, the user is likely to change to several related topics within a session. We refer to this behaviour as a lateral exploration. Our objective is to support a faceted exploration, rather than a lateral exploration. We therefore appreciate the outcome of the query session analysis to be inferior to the query term analysis.
D. Flickr Tag Analysis
The Flickr tag analysis is based on the tags defined for a large set of 250 million photos that are publicly available on Flickr. An event is defined around the tags used to annotate a photo. Suppose that a user has annotated their photo with the tags: Cubbon park, Bangalore, India. We can then for each of the three tags simply apply the tokenization and normalization as used for the other two sources. However, we preserve the tag boundaries as defined by the user, which leads to the following result: 
Feature
Description P (e) Entity probability P (f )
Facet entity probability E(e)
Entity
E. Statistical Analysis
In this subsection we explain the procedure followed for computing the ranking of facets per source. We continue with the most complex example derived during the query term analysis:
The first step is to compute all possible co-occurring objects for this event:
cubbon+park -bangalore+india cubbon+park -bangalore cubbon+park -india bangalore -india
We can now directly compute a series of metrics, for example consider the following variant of the conditional probability:
with |e| defined as the number of users that have used entity e in an event, and | e f | as the number of users that have used both the entity facet pair (e,f) in an event. Rather than counting the absolute number of times an entity, or pair of entities appears, we count the number of distinct users, using that entity, or pair of entities. The rationale behind this is that the metric is now less prone to the impact a single user can have on the probability score.
Besides the conditional probability, we have experimented with an number of other features and combinations of features as is listed in Table III . The features can be classified in four groups: -Atomic features that work on one of the entities in the facet (e, f ), for example the entity probability, or its entropy.
-Symmetric features such as the point-wise mutual information and joint probability. -A-symmetric features like the conditional probability and KL-divergence. -Combinations of features like P u (f |e) * P (f ) that combine the conditional (user) probability of a facet f given entity e and the probability of the facet. This allows the learning algorithm to make a more informed decision, if the combined feature is more descriptive [10] .
V. RANKING FACETS
In this section we first present a strategy to rank facets based on a linear combination of the conditional probability features. The ranking of facets based on linear combination was initially used to boot-strap the faceted image search experience. Next, we describe how we use the click-through data from users interacting with the facet entities shown in the search engine results page. This data will form the ground truth for creating the training, development and test set used by the gradient boosted decision trees (GBDT).
A. Linear Combination of Conditional Probabilities
For the initial ranking function of the facets search experience, we constructed a ranking function rank(e, f ) that is a linear combination of the conditional probabilities extracted from the three ranking sources:
rank(e, f ) = w qt ×P qt (f |e)+w qs ×P qs (f |e)+w f t ×P f t (f, e)
(1) , where P qt (f |e), P qs (f |e), P f t (f, e) are the conditional probabilities and w qt , w qs , and w f t as the weights for the different sources, respectively query terms (qt), query session (qs) and flickr tags (f t). Based on editorial judgements collected for a couple of hundred entities and their facets we find that the linear combination of the conditional probabilities gives best performance on the collected judgements using w qt = 2, w qs = 0.5, and w f t = 1. However, the editorial data was not substantial enough to learn a ranking with GBDT.
B. Click-through Rate versus Click over Expected Click
From the image search query logs, we collect the user click data that is related to the facets. This allows us to compute the click-through rate (CTR) on a facet for a given entity that is detected in a user query and for which the facets were shown to the user. Let clicks e,f be the number of clicks on a facet entity f show in relation to entity e, and views e,f the number of times the facet f is shown to a user for a related entity e, then the probability of a click on a facet entity f for a given entity e can be modelled as ctr e,f :
In Figure 3 the conditional click-through rate is shown for the first ten positions. It shows the CTR per position for every page view where one of the facets is clicked, aggregated over all entities. Observe that the CTR declines when the position at which a facet is shown increases. We introduce a second click model, based on the notion of clicks over expected clicks (COEC). To allows us to deal with the so called position bias -where facets appearing in lower positions are less likely to be clicked even if they are relevant [2] . This phenomenon is often observed in Web search and we adopt the COEC model proposed by Chapelle and Zhang [11] . In that model, we estimate ctr p as the aggregated ctr -over all queries and sessions -in position p for all positions P . Let then clicks e,f be the number of clicks on a facet entity f show in relation to entity e, and views e,fp the number of times the facet f is shown to a user for a related entity e at position p. The probability of a click over expected click on a facet entity f for a given entity e can then be modelled as coec e,f : coec e,f = clicks e,f P p=1 views e,fp × ctr p
Zhang and Jones [3] refer to this method as clicks over expected clicks, based on the denominator that includes the expected clicks given the positions that the url appeared in.
C. Gradient Boosted Decision Trees
Stochastic gradient boosted decision trees (GBDT) is one of the most widely used learning algorithms in machine learning today. Gradient tree boosting constructs an additive regression model, utilizing decision trees as the weak learner [4] . One advantage over other learners that is true for decision trees in general is that the feature importance and models are highly interpretable. GBDT is also highly adaptable and different loss functions can be used during boosting. For the research presented here we used least squares regression as our loss function. In related work, we find that GBDT utilizing pairwise and ranking specific loss functions have performed well at improving search relevance [12] , [13] . Besides utilizing shallow decision trees, trees in stochastic GBDT are trained on a randomly selected subset of the training data and is less prone to over-fitting [14] . For the research presented here, we have as learning objective to predict the click-through rateor alternatively the click over expected click -of an entity facet pair.
D. Training, Development and Test Sets
As described in the previous section, we first compute a set of 66 features, i.e. for each of the 3 ranking sources we extract 22 statistical features for all entity facet pairs that we have in our pool of candidate facets. Next we collect the user click feedback on the facets over a period of three months, based on which we compute the click-through rate ctr(e, f ) and click over expected click coec(e, f ) for each entity facet pair that was shown at least 25 times to a user. The latter constraint is to ensure that the CTR and COEC values are stable enough to be used as the labels for our training, development, and test sets.
We join the feature set with the CTR and COEC sets, using the entity facet pair as the key. Next we split the collection into training, development and test sets. When splitting, we ensure that an entity e can only occur in one of the three collections. More over, we make sure to have exactly 100 entities in both our development and test sets, and we put the constraint that for each entity e there are at least ten corresponding facets. This is to ensure that we can safely report the performance for the first ten results in the ranking.
E. GBDT Parameter Tuning
Using the training and development set we train a model for GBDT. Using a parameter sweep with the number of trees (50-1000, in steps of 50), the shrinkage (0.02-0.05, in steps of 0.01) and the number of nodes (10-50, step of 10), we have found an optimal performance on the development set for GBDT and CTR labels, using trees=300, shrinkage=0.03, nodes=30 and sampling rate=0.5. Performance was measured in terms of the mean normalized discounted cumulative gain (mnDCG), which is explained in detail in Section VI-A. Similarly, we optimized for mnDCG using the COEC model as our ground truth. Optimal performance on the development set was found when using trees=300, shrinkage=0.04, nodes=30 and sampling rate=0.5.
VI. EVALUATION
We first present the setup of the experiment in Section VI-A, followed by the results of the evaluation in Section VI-B.
A. Experimental Setup
Ranking strategies: Central in the experiment are the three ranking strategies:
• Baseline. A linear combination of the conditional probabilities.
• GBDT ctr . GBDT trained on the CTR click model.
• GBDT coec . GBDT trained on the COEC click model. In addition we have experimented with other learning algorithms, such as SVMLight [15] , and the sparse on-line learning algorithm that was introduced by [16] .
Test sets: For the experiment we use two test sets both containing the same 100 entities and their 10+ facets that have not been used for training or parameter tuning. To have a fair comparison of the performance between queries we have normalized the CTR and COEC values for each of the facets of the 100 selected entities to be in the range of [0, 1].
Evaluation metrics: To evaluate the performance on the test collection, we adopt Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [17] as our metric. DCG is an effectiveness measure that is used frequently for information retrieval tasks, and allows for the use of a graded relevance scale. In our case, the graded relevance scale is based on the normalized CTR and COEC that we have obtained from the search engine query logs directly and which represents our gain function. The DCG at position p is then computed as:
An ideal ranking can be obtained by sorting the entity facets in descending order of CTR or COEC. The normalized DCG (nDCG) at position p for a given ranking system, e.g. run is then computed as:
In addition, we report the mean normalized DCG (mnDCG) over the first ten positions in the ranking as an indicator of the overall performance of a ranking strategy.
B. Evaluation Results
We first report the overall performance of the ranking strategies, then discuss the DCG performance at different positions in the ranking. We examine the performance on individual queries and finally discuss the feature importance of the GBDT models.
Overall performance: The overall performance of the baseline and the two GBDT models is reported in Table IV . For each of the two test sets, CTR and COEC, the mDCG and mnDCG is included. The performance of all strategies, independent of the test set is good (mnDCG > 0.67). Performance of the baseline run is higher on the CTR test set than on the COEC test set, which can be explained by the position-bias effect. It can also be clearly seen that on both the CTR and COEC test sets, the GBDT models outperform the baseline strategy. Using the normalized metric (mnDCG) we see that can better estimate the actual COEC using the GBDT coec model than predicting the raw CTR with our GBDT ctr model. This gives us a first indication that the COEC click model is more effective than the CTR click model when learning to rank entity facets. Significance testing of the different strategies is discussed below.
DCG@P: Figure 4 .a and 4.b show the performance on the DCG metrics at various positions in the ranking (DCG@P). The ideal run shows the best possible performance on both test sets. It can be seen that for every position in the ranking the performance of the GBDT models is better than the baseline. Performance even gets close to the ideal run. This is even more visible in Figure 5 where the performance of the different ranking strategies is shown for the two test sets in a single graph plotting the nDCG@P. This allows for a direct comparison of the different strategies across the two test sets. In addition to the strategies already discussed, we introduce a new variant where we evaluate the performance of the GBDT coec strategy, e.g. the GBDT model that was trained to optimized the click prediction on the COEC click model, against the CTR test set. As can be seen this gives a near optimal performance over the first ten positions in the ranking, and a perfect prediction of the most important facet for each of the 100 entities in our test set. Query analysis: To investigate if the difference in performance between the base line, and the GBDT model is significantly different, we computed the mnDCG per query and performed a paired T-test comparing the baseline vs GBDT ctr and GBDT ctr vs GBDT coec on the CTR test set. In both cases the results are significantly different with p < 0.001. Similarly on the COEC test set we found that the results are significantly different when comparing the baseline vs GBDT coec with p < 0.001. To get an impression of the performance on an individual query, we include the ranking of facets for the celebrity Justin Timberlake in Table V and rank the facets according to their descending CTR score. For each facet the position in the ranking is shown for the different ranking strategies. We compute the position error [18] when comparing COEC, the baseline, GBDT coec , and GBDT ctr to the ideal CTR ranking of the facets. It can be seen that the position error for GBDT coec is the lowest (error=18) followed by GBDT ctr and the baseline strategy.
C. GBDT Feature Importance
From the evaluation it is clear that the machine learned ranking using GBDT leads to a significant improvement in retrieval performance. Before wrapping up the evaluation, we briefly discuss the feature importance of the two GBDT models. In Table VI , the top ten most important features are shown according to GBDT with their feature weights. In both cases, five out of ten features are based on the query term analysis, which we intuitively also marked as the most important source when discussing the feature extraction. Also notable from the table is that it is important to reduce the impact of a single user on the statistics collected, given that the corresponding features P u (e|f ), P u (e, f ), P u (f |e) are dominantly present in the top ten. Finally, the introduction of combined features is useful to extend the descriptiveness of the features space. Finally, we observe that for the GBDT ctr model the feature importance is slowly decaying, while the effect of training a GBDT model using the COEC click model is that the QT P u (e, f )/P (f ) is dominantly responsible for the performance of the GBDT coec strategy. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented the research behind the faceted search experience of Yahoo!'s Web search engine. In particular we focussed on the machine learned ranking of entity facet pairs using user click feedback on the facets and features extracted from three different ranking sources, i.e. query terms, query sessions, and Flickr tags. We showed significant improvement in performance with the machine learned ranking of facets based on gradient boosted decision trees, over a baseline strategy consisting of a linear combination of features. Moreover, we introduced to learn a ranking of facets based on two different clicks models. The objective of the learned models was to predict the click-through rate on a facet given an entity of interest. When comparing the performance of GBDT on the normalized raw click-through rate (CTR) model to the normalized click over expected click (COEC) model, we found statistically significant improvement in performance using the COEC model in terms of mnDCG and DCG@P. Finally, and most notable, we observed that when training GBDT to optimize the click prediction on the COEC click model, the performance on the CTR test set will give a near optimal performance over the first ten positions in the ranking, and a perfect prediction of the most important facet for each of the 100 entities in our test set.
